REMINDER LETTER
Year 11 Crossroads Camp
Thurs 14th – Friday 15th August 2008

Where?  Camp Toukley Evans Road
43964336

Departs?  Erina High School Ernest St Erina
Bus leaves Thursday 14th Aug promptly 7.15am
–bus will not wait for latecomers

Returns?  Erina High School Ernest St Erina
Friday 15th Aug approx 530pm

Please ensure you have arranged to be picked up at this time (it’s too cold to sit and wait for lifts during the middle of winter)...

What to bring?
-2 pens       -2 tracksuit pants/jeans
-4 shirts (both long and short sleeve)  -2 sloppy joes or jumpers
-3 pairs of socks  -sunhat
-sunscreen  -underwear
-insect repellent  -toiletries
-swimming costume (if we canoe)  
-raincoat/spray jacket
-pillow case  -2 towels
-sleeping bag or warm sheets  -2 pairs shoes/joggers
-camera  -torch (optional)

DO NOT BRING!!!!
-walkmans, mp3 players, video games etc or they will be confiscated put in Academy safe until we leave.
-THONGS or similar footwear is NOT allowed due to OH &S regulations - students will not be admitted to meal or activities if in this type of footwear...

Remember- DO NOT bring or attempt to bring alcohol, tobacco or any other substance. Normal DEPT Education & School policies will strictly apply on this issue. Police and parents will be contacted on these issues.

*All bedrooms are air-conditioned, have individual bathrooms and a common lounge room. *NO MONEY will be required for the camp - no food can be bought at any part of the Camp.

Here’s to a fun and successful 2 days

Mr P.Green/ Miss S.Watling
Year Advisors